Wave propagation in a random continuous medium is studied by solving the stochastic wave equation with a random function for the refractive index coefficient. By the application of the Rytov transformation, an equivalent spatial form of the nonlinear Riccati equation is obtained which is then solved by means of an iteration scheme. The statistical properties of the propagated wave are then computed for the case of a coherent focused source with a Gaussian amplitude distribution. These formulas contain, as limiting sub-cases, the results of previous analyses for the spherical and plane wave. More generally, they describe the propagation of a laser beam.
Abstract.
Wave propagation in a random continuous medium is studied by solving the stochastic wave equation with a random function for the refractive index coefficient. By the application of the Rytov transformation, an equivalent spatial form of the nonlinear Riccati equation is obtained which is then solved by means of an iteration scheme. The statistical properties of the propagated wave are then computed for the case of a coherent focused source with a Gaussian amplitude distribution. These formulas contain, as limiting sub-cases, the results of previous analyses for the spherical and plane wave. More generally, they describe the propagation of a laser beam.
1. Introduction. A fundamental limitation to communication by coherent light transmission through the atmosphere is the unavoidable effects created by normal atmospheric turbulence. The presence of random inhomogenieties in the atmosphere causes a random fluctuation of the refractive index which in turn, distorts, bends, and impresses undesirable modulation on laser light, until eventually, all coherence is destroyed. The present paper is devoted primarily to the mathematics for determining the statistical behavior of an initially coherent beam of focused light propagated in a medium which, while isotropic, is characterized by having a random point function for its refractive index. Wave propagation in such a medium is usually referred to as turbulent scattering. We shall not be concerned with the theoretics of the statistical mechanics of the random medium in view of the confirmed theory of Kolomogoroff [1] , Our concern is with the stochastic aspects of the problem. Wave propagation in a random continuous medium is governed by a stochastic wave equation, whose index of refraction coefficient is a continuous random point function, and characterizes the transmission medium. The solution to the equation is obtained by means of an iteration scheme and is expressed in the form of a power series in a perturbation parameter.
The theory is applied to the study of the propagation of a focused laser beam through a turbulent atmosphere. The statistical properties of the solution are computed, viz., means, variances, covariances, and structure functions. The structure function has been amply demonstrated to be a highly significant quantity for describing the random perturbations of an optical wavefront, and for predicting the performance of optical systems [2] , Such parameters as angular resolution, angular and amplitude scintillations, and efficiency of coherent heterodyne detectors all depend directly upon the structure function of the distorted optical wave front [3] . The results are kept fairly general by describing the beam by parameters such as initial spot diameter, beam spread (a function of path length), and an arbitrary radius of curvature of the focused wavefront such as would be produced by the action of an ideal lens. The formulas, therefore, contain as limiting special cases, the results of previous analyses for the plane wave and spherical wave [1] , [4] , [5] . The results are found to depend on a knowledge of the covariance function for the index of refraction along the path of propagation of the principal ray.
It is believed that the results achieved here are significant in that many questions which were previously answerable only qualitatively or intuitively should now be amenable to quantitative study. The relationships presented can be used to evaluate realistically propagation paths where the statistics of the medium are slowly varying, e.g., communications through the atmosphere from space to earth, earth to space, and earth to earth.
2. Wave propagation in a constant medium. Before illustrating the techniques used to analyze wave propagation in more general media, we shall consider the nature of a focused beam of light propagated in a constant medium, and thereby obtain an equation for the wave function of an unperturbed beam of light. This formulation will serve subsequently to demonstrate the application of our results to a specific example of determining the statistical effects of randomness of the transmission medium on a prescribed, unperturbed wave function.
For this purpose, let u0(r) represent an unperturbed wave function, i.e., propagated in a constant medium; u0{r) may, for example, be described as a collimated beam of light such as would be emitted by a focused transmitting laser. The position vector r = z + p is located in a cylindrical coordinate system, with z, the axial coordinate vector, and p, the radial coordinate vector. The wave function u0{r) is chosen to represent the propagation of light due to a disturbance located at the exit pupil plane 2 = 0, and is assumed to have a Gaussian amplitude distribution and a focused wavefront. Here a0 is a parameter measuring the effective beam radius, and R, the radius of curvature of the focused wavefront of the beam, produced say, by the action of an ideal lens; p = |p|. This particular choice has considerable significance when applied to the study of the limitations of communication by transmission of coherent light through the atmosphere. The initial disturbance represented by w0(e) causes a wave u0(r) to propagate through the atmosphere in the space z > 0, where it satisfies the reduced wave equation
Throughout this work, we shall take for granted the monochromaticity of our solution and suppress the harmonic time factor exp (tut). The refractive index is taken as unity and k is 2x/\, the optical wave number.
To solve (2.2) subject to the boundary condition (2.1), we apply Green's theorem to the interior region, z > 0, bounded by a large hemisphere and the plane 2 = 0. The integral over the hemisphere can be made arbitrarily small and we obtain Eq. (2.12) represents an optical approximation for the Gaussian beam of focused light as it propagates through a medium with an index of refraction equal to unity. This specific result will be applied later in Sec. 5 where computations apply to the Gaussian light source.
3. Wave propagation in a non-constant medium.
Wave propagation in a nonconstant, continuous medium is governed by the wave equation
where n(r) is the refractive index function characterizing the transmission medium. Applying the Rytov transformation, u = exp takes (3.1) into the equivalent nonlinear spatial Riccati equation
/l(r) and </>(r) being the amplitude and phase associated with u(r) as
Now n(r) may be written as
where the parameter e has been inserted to measure the deviation of the refractive index from its mean value unity.
It seems reasonable to suppose that Sf can be represented in a power series in e ¥(r; e) = *0(r) + «*i(r) + ^(r)
Equating to zero the coefficient of each power of e, we obtain VV" + Vi/vViAo = ~k2, (3.8) = MotVV-+ 2Vv!v WJ -k2Wm so that (3.9)-(3.11) can be written as V2P7, + k2W1 = -2/cVo , (3.14)
The solution of equation set (3.14)-(3.16) are given iteratively by
where the integration is taken over that part of space from which scattered waves arrive at the point r. From (3.13) through an inhomogeneous medium having a randomly fluctuating index of refraction. In this case, the beam of light is bent and the wavefront is distorted as the beam propagates until eventually, at sufficiently large distances, the coherence of the wave is completely destroyed.
Before proceeding, let us recall what is meant by wave propagation in a random continuous medium. A random medium is characterized by a family of media having a family of index of refraction functions, n(r; &>), depending on a position vector r, and a parameter co, identifying a particular member medium of the family, together with a probability distribution specifying the probability of various members of the family. Wave propagation in a random medium therefore refers to propagation in each member medium together with the probability of each member medium. This probability, when associated with wave motion in each medium, characterizes a random wave motion.
Wave propagation in random continuous media can be studied by considering the solution wave function u(r; w) for each member medium with a refractive index n(r; «). Each member solution is governed by a stochastic differential equation of the form V2w(r; co) + k2n(r-,u)u(t;w) = 0.
Here the coefficient n(r; o>) characterizes the random propagation medium, as a family of index of refraction functions. If the problem is well posed, then n(r; to) is measurable with respect to a probability measure dP(a>) and there exists a solution, u(i; w) for each point u> in probability space. This family of solutions, with the probability measure dP(u), for each value of w, then characterizes the wave propagation in a continuous random medium.
To study the statistics of wave propagation in random media, definitions of certain statistical properties of random functions are needed. The mean value of a random function /(r; co), is defined as the ensemble average of all possible values the function / can assume at the point r, weighted by a probability measure dP(co). The mean value of /(r ; co), denoted (/(r)), is defined by </(r)> = f J(t;u)dP(u). If the mean value of / is set equal to zero, only then can the covariance function and the correlation function be identified as equal.* A random function is said to be globally stationary if its statistical characteristics are invariant under translation, i.e., if they remain the same when r is replaced by r + a, *It should be noted that Tatarski avoids any distinction between the two functions and refers to both as correlation functions [1] , The distinction is unnecessary in his work, however, since he treats the mean values of phase and log-amplitude fluctuations about their unperturbed values as zero, a result which shall be shown to be not the case.
where a is an arbitrary displacement vector. In particular, it follows that the mean value of a stationary function / must be a constant, which is denoted </(r)> = </>• (4.5)
Similarly, the covariance function for a globally stationary, isotropic function /(r; w) depends only on the distance between the two points being correlated, i.e., Cf(Ti ; r2) = C/flrj -r2|) (4.6) £,(ri ;r2) = BX|r> -rs|).
(4.7)
The mean square continuity of a random function means lim <|/(r + t) -/(r)|2) = 0. In the ensuing analyses, it is assumed that the mean value of the index of refraction (n(r)) is unity. The covariance function for the refractive index is accordingly
(4.12)
Here we have expressed Cn as a function of the distance |rt -r2| between the two points being correlated, thus implying global stationariness. This is an appropriate notation when the transmission medium is both homogeneous and isotropic in space.
We shall also need to know the covariance of the gradient of the index of refraction, Vn(r; w). This can be expressed in terms of the covariance function C" by the following limiting process Cv"(|r! -r2|) = (Vn(r,)-V»(r2)), = lim (Vtn(ii + t)-V,-n(t' + r2)), We next define what is meant by a locally stationary process as contrasted to one which is globally stationary (over all space) [5] . The concept has considerably more physical significance here since the atmosphere is known to be only homogeneous locally. The statistics vary smoothly and slowly as a function of position along the path of propagation, e.g., as a function of altitude. In this paper, a process shall be considered to be stationary, isotropic locally if the covariance functions can be put into the form C,(r, ;r2) = Cf{|r, -r2|;s), (4.14)
Cv/(ri j r2) = V Cf(\Ti r2|; s) (4.15)
where s is the distance § |rx + r2|; and the covariance functions are invariant under translation but weakly dependent on s, a parameter which determines the local behavior. The index of refraction is assumed to be locally stationary, and isotropic and therefore (4.14) and (4.15) are appropriate representations for its covariance functions. 5. Mean value of phase and log-amplitude.
The mean value of denoted by is found by taking the ensemble average of each term in Reflections should also play a minor role and we shall consequently limit the integration to the region 0 < z0 < z. Therefore, substituting (5.12) and (5.13) into (5.11), we find that •/ dp, ?o exp
(5.24)
The cfpo integration is performed using (5.21): The covariance function C"(() falls off rapidly to zero for points separated by a distance t; > ac which we call a correlation distance. Now since ac is a relatively small distance compared to path length, there are several approximations that can be made which will simplify the evaluation of (5.28) considerably. Since
for values of s larger than a few times ac or values of |z0 -s| larger than a few times ac (the distances from the end points, z = 0, and z = z0), the limits in the dt integral in (5.28) can be extended between -<» and + <» with negligible error. Likewise, the coefficient A of (5.29) has a very weak dependence on t in the range for which t is not so large as to make Cn vanish. We shall therefore set t = 0 in (5.29). Consequently, (5.28) can be expressed more simply as
Examination of the relative magnitudes of the terms in the exponential in (5.31) shows that for \e/Z\ <3C 1, the dependence on p is quite weak. For this reason, we shall set p = 0 and ignore this dependence entirely. This also serves to eliminate the dependence of the exponential on t. Consequently, the dt integration can be carried out assuming Cn is prescribed. Thus we shall compute the on axis value of M as given by M® -~il I d* I' ^751 ^r r Assuming that the observation point r = z is in the far field, i.e., z 5>> \ka\, then examination of the terms in the exponentials of (6.14) and (6.15) shows that the dependence on p is quite weak when p « z. We shall therefore set p = 0. Introducing the change of variables (5.27) and extending the limits of the resulting dt integration between -co and + co yields Since Cn[(t2 + f2)1/2, s] falls to zero rapidly for values of t beyond a correlation distance ac , the dt integrations in (6.16) and (6.17) are significant in the rather limited range 0 < t < ac . Hence the coefficients (6.18) and (6.19) have a very weak dependence on t. Hence there is negligible error introduced by setting t = 0 in (6.18), (6.19), and in the exponential terms of (6.16) and (6. 
